Executive Board Approves Blue Bucket Appointments

Arthur Higgins, Brooklyn, N. Y., has been appointed by the executive board to the handrabbit section of the executive board for a term of three years, and J. M. F. Fox, St. John's, Newfoundland, has been appointed to the executive board for a term of three years. The appointments are effective immediately.
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The Sun Will Still Rise

Every year during most every coast’s regals as the gilded Autumnal’s freedom, they are the butt of a certain amount of criticism usually misplaced but nevertheless propagated. After the game at California last Friday night in which the Vandals made a poor showing showing, or it was, it is generally accepted that one must come to favor all of this well known “Skulking.” A writer on the Idaho Statesman in an article in the Statesman writing in defense of all coeds, the editorial from the Statesman follows.

“The fact is, one is informed, has started to debase the spirit of Coach Loyd Calland because his Vandals didn’t win a single million to nothing on Friday night, Coach Loyal Baxton’s Coyotes. In some obscure way it appears that, without the aid of Mr. Calland, without any particular credit to be given to Mr. Baxton, who should have lain down and let himself be decently trounced, open.

To congratulate the spectator there is something perpleasing in this attitude. Of course, there are several hundred coaches in the United States, and the world may play them each other, they can’t win every game.

And the fact that Mrs. Calland’s Vandals discovered the Coyotes to be somewhat stronger men than anyone expected is not necessarily an indication upon the future worth of the Vandals. Such surprises happen has before, without causing an eclipse of the sun of something.

Admittedly, it’s a game, a pastime, a sport. It’s a lot of fun to win games—and incidentally, if we remember rightly, Mr. Baxton had that game, after some slight difficulty, too—but somebody once said there was a good way in the way you win as well as in winning. Something about sportsmanship, wasn’t it?

And What a Help?

If a recent press report of an address concerning Adolph Hitler may be accepted as correct, there is certainly great reason in the hope that those hearing the address accept it with a certain degree of that well known seasoning called salt. It is indeed, of course, that it is difficult to impartially evaluate gentlemen of Hitler’s stamp from reading newspapers, magazines and bulletins, the situation well picture of the foreign picture of the individual, of necessity, depend upon a world press which sometimes discredits every idea and sentiments of the “plundering patriots from the Fatherland.” Only certain clubs with a membership of individuals with an “inquiring mind” (so they say) are expected to accept, open-mouthed and with awe, the true story of the rise of “the highest moral standards of a country in the world” in our own Mr. Hitler’s Germany.

But comparing probabilities, it is still hoped that those remarks on Hitler’s value to Germany were questioned to home extent. It is hoped that there was retaliation to infall the fact that the condition of government revenue is discouraging that German business leaders are now enjoying the most unsatisfactory business conditions, that famous correspondents having been writing at great length on the basis of all the standards of civilization in the selections of Germany and the fear and trembling whenever those standards are upheld in rural Germany.

Yet it is possible that at last a minute some dodge existed as to Hitler’s value in view of the fact as constitutional guarantees of private property are said to be handled in a way that even Socialism would not tolerate, and that as for safety of property, Chicago is backed clear of the maw.

Old person remember that a condition of dictatorship can often result in the operation of public will, restructured by anything, from rights of person and property, and making its sabbatic to the fine-drawn and executed by men who are apparently eminent and well acquainted with the technical mind, but particularly conducive to the construction of a great mind.

We hope that there were some doubts, the one, outstanding the reason, the hope that is that it is difficult to imagine how a country whose all seems to be in a condition which全世界 makes up the possibility of aggression with other nations in bringing about a better international understanding can be particularly commended. Admittedly dependent on the world press, it is in view of actual occurrences in Germany, that the design of the government is one again the greatest war machine.

In view of these same facts it is not difficult to believe therefore that the spirit is correct which Hitler with a desire to once again try for the “manifest destiny of the German people, which is the control of Europe.” To extricate Germany of weakness and power is perfectly possible, but while the munitions do that also entertaining an idea which will result— and which is already well way to result—in another armed conflict, certain dooms as to the value and morality of that country are some are justified.

Hitler’s help to Germany seems to be in the wrong direction. One can’t imagine us for having doubts about his goodness when he does certain things which interfere with our ball game. A manic in the society of nations is no more to be feared than in a society of individuals.
Coed from And More Pledge Dances Are In Social Book

The social calendar for the next few weeks is filled with student dances. This week, there are several events scheduled at various locations.

The Delta Gamma Business and Social Committee held a Delta Gamma dinner at the Sigma Nu fraternity home. The guests were: Miss Betty Wilcox, Miss Betty Clarke, Miss Betty Wilson, Miss Betty White, Miss Betty Black, Miss Betty Brown, and Miss Betty Brown.

The Sigma Nu alumni held a Sigma Nu dinner at the Sigma Nu fraternity home. The guests were: Mr. Fred Black, Mr. Bob Clarke, Mr. Bob Wilson, Mr. Bob White, Mr. Bob Black, and Mr. Bob Brown.

The Delta Gamma chapter held a Delta Gamma dinner at the Sigma Nu fraternity home. The guests were: Miss Betty Wilcox, Miss Betty Clarke, Miss Betty Wilson, Miss Betty White, Miss Betty Black, and Miss Betty Brown.

Women's Basketball

The women's basketball team will play their next game on Tuesday night. The game will be against the Sigma Nu fraternity team at 8:00 pm. The Sigma Nu team is currently ranked first in the conference.

Music Instructor Takes Short Trip

Miss Bernice Barnes, instructor in the music department, is leaving on a short trip through the mountains to study the state of the art of music education. Miss Barnes has been a member of the faculty for 10 years and is well respected by her students.

PORTRAYS OF PERSONALITY

Your Personality

Your personality will determine your approach to life. A great printed material can make your sitting room an ideal gift.

HUTCHISON STUDIO

The New Studio

"Near the Campus"

Phone 7-5991 for your Appointment

Ten Salons Honors — Sacramento — Seattle — Vancouver

SEASON TICKET DANCE FRIDAY NITE

ALL COLLEGE DANCE SATURDAY NITE

BLUE BUCKET IN

Admission 40c each

Admission 40c each
Speed Merchants To Duel In Vandal-Vandegrift Game

SPORT

FIGHTERS

BOX ON W.S.S. CARD

Louis Denton Appears in Main Event on Dad's Day Program

Four middleweights will be featured in a rigid affair at Portland's Oregon Exposition Center's W.S.S. Card. A 10-round championship bout is the main event of Washington State College's Dad's day program. The main event of the program will be the heavyweight title fight between Jack Maloney and Emil Smith. The card will also feature three other heavyweight bouts. The Oregon State University wrestling team will compete in a dual meet with the University of Washington.

Duck Coach

The Athletic club house of W.S.S. will be the scene of a friendly battle between two of Oregon's leading football teams. The two teams will meet in an exhibition game at the club house on Saturday afternoon. The club house has a host of facilities that will be available to the players, including a separate dressing room, showers, and休息室.

GET EXPERIENCE IN ALL

Colton's bowling team recently added three new members to its squad. The new members are Larry Dunlop, Tom Johnson, and Ken Nelson. The team will be coached by Jack Johnson, who has been a member of the club for several years.

OREGON STATION

BROADCASTS GAME

The Oregon State football team played its first game of the season against the University of Washington. The game was held in the stadium and was broadcast by the Oregon State Station.

Van Vliet's Red Bums to be with Big Bad Milikau's Americans

Van Vliet's has purchased the rights to the popular Oregon Exposition Center's W.S.S. Card. The card will feature three middleweight bouts and one heavyweight bout. The middleweight bouts will be between Joe Smith and Bill Johnson, and between Joe Brown and Tom Nelson. The heavyweight bout will feature Jack Maloney and Emil Smith.

Van Vliet's also plans to hold a special event in honor of his old friend Bill Shakespeare, who passed away last week. The event will feature a tribute to Bill's life and career in the entertainment industry.

MAKE CHANGES IN UNIFORMS

The Oregon State University wrestling team is making changes to its uniforms. The team is dropping the traditional red and black colors and will instead wear a combination of blue and orange. The team is also changing its name to the Oregon State Wrestling Club.

Another change that has been made is to the team's recruiting efforts. The team is now focusing on athletes with a strong academic background.

S W A N K Y

B R O W N b i l t s

For Young Men

$4.00

Others at $3.00 and $6.00

B U S T E R B R O W N S H O E  S T O R E

A sensible package

We wanted to sell it for 10 cents so we put Granger in a sensible soft foil pouch—easy to carry and keeps the tobacco just exactly right—just like it was made. Granger...good tobacco...Wellman Method...cut right...packed right. And there is this much about it:

We have yet to know of a man who started to smoke Granger who didn’t keep on. Folls seems to like it.